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Chapter 1 : TOP 7 BEST-SELLING ASTROLOGY BOOKS
The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need is an updated and revised edition of the text, now including more depth in the
meaning of the signs, relationships.

Use our list of the top 7 best-selling Astrology books on Amazon and the short descriptions to find the top
choices of countless Astrology enthusiasts! Are we missing a book that has made a powerful impact on you?
Please share it with the Astrology Hub community by telling us about it in the comments section below. The
list has been slightly altered from the list directly found on Amazon to remove duplicate books of different
versions. October 31, reprint , October 1, original Amazon rating: Personology refers to the characteristics
influenced by the sun, sign, season and day. The book is based on the theory that life is cyclical, meaning that
people that share the same birthday, have the same characteristics. Each day of the year is featured on a
double-page spread with a personality description, health information, important numbers and tarot cards.
There are also extensive lists of people born on each day. If you are looking for a greater understanding of
yourself and what commonalities you have with people born on the same day, check this book out! It also
carries an entertainment value to share with friends. You can also read about your birthday on his website,
here. November 13, updated version , November 1, original Amazon rating: Someone who wants to discover
their personalized astrology chart and its meaning. When ordered off Amazon, the book offers a downloadable
software that creates your personalized chart in minutes. The book provides readers with additional knowledge
about moon signs, sun signs, planets and houses in various charts. Author Joanna Martine Woolfolk,
horoscope columnist for Marie Claire and Redbook magazine, updated the original guide in , a year before she
passed. The book was initially published twenty years ago, however, it has consistently been named one of the
best astrology books to this date. April 22, Amazon rating: Singles looking for a compatible partner Celebrity
chef and food astrologer, Sabra Ricci, has written three books about astrology in the kitchen. This book
discusses who to avoid, and who to go after, based on horoscopes. October 1, Amazon rating: Astrology for
the Soul reveals an in-depth insight to the position of the North Node of the Moon on your astrology chart and
its implications to important elements of your life. These elements include your special talent, self-defeating
tendencies, finding a successful partner and ways to strengthen yourself as a person. October 31, reprint ,
November 1, original Amazon rating: Someone who is looking to learn more about their relationship with
someone, or looking to improve their relationship with someone The Secret Language of Relationships is
another book in the trilogy by Gary Golschneider and Joost Elffers. This book shows profiles the relationship
between two individuals, based on the weeks they were born. The book describes 1, relationship possibilities
and the detail of chemistry in relationships. It also explains why you may feel the way you do about people
and how to make it better. Someone who is interested in learning about the significance of the day and time of
your birth and searching for a deeper meaning Karren Curry Parker is a human design specialist, as well as a 1
Best Selling Author and renowned speaker. In this book, Parker explains the basic and complex levels of the
Human Design chart. These three elements form a combination that allocates personality traits and life paths.
April 27, Amazon rating: Someone learning about the basics of astrology and how it relates to his or herself In
this book, new author Dylan Campbell explains the characteristics of the twelve zodiac signs and how to use
this knowledge to your advantage. Such advantages mentioned in the book include finding the right job,
staying healthy and finding the right partner. Simple, yet effective, this book lends itself to help those still
navigating the world of astrology.
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Chapter 2 : The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need, by Joanna Martine Woolfolk
The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need: Twenty-First-Century Edition by Joanna Martine Woolfolk This new edition of
The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need is packed with updated information on Sun signs, Moon signs, Ascending
signs, the placement of Planets in your Houses, and the latest astronomical discoveries.

But the CD-ROM in this new edition allows the reader to cast his or her chart in just a few minutes by
inputting the date, time and place of birth into the computer, producing a personalized astrological chart in just
a few minutes. Celebrated astrologer Joanna Martine Woolfolk offers abundant insights on the personal
relationships and emotional needs that motivate an individual, on how others perceive astrological types, and
on dealing with the negative aspects of signs. Readers will also welcome the inclusion of new discoveries in
astronomy. However, should you plan to make a career as an astrologer you will, of course, need further study.
Beginning with the Sun signs and moving on through the remaining planets, as well as more obscure
influences such as the Ascendant, Moon signs, Decanates and Cusps of each sign, the book is well thought out
and the information presented in a logical and orderly manner In addition the author explains the steps
necessary to erect a chart in simple terms. Without including any un-necessary information Woolfolk includes
everything that you need to get a decent idea of what each element in your chart means and provides an
accurate method of putting all this information together in an easy to understand format. Had the author
stopped at this point, the book would still be an invaluable tool in and of its self; however Woolfolk has also
included a plethora of miscellaneous information not found in other books on astrology including a detailed
analysis of the amorous nature of each sign by gender, as well as advice on seducing an individual based on
his or her Sun Sign. For those who enjoy a little science to balance their magic, the book contains detailed
astronomical information regarding each of the planets, as well as their mythological history and
correspondences. In addition, the author has included the legend behind each of the signs of the zodiac, as well
as a brief history of astrology and a comprehensive dictionary of terms. The charts in the back of the book
which indicate in which sign each of the planets are in the zodiac through to the year also doubles as an
almanac, an invaluable tool for Wiccans and Pagans who observe astrological hours in the timing of the spells
and rituals. That being said, should you decide to advance in your studies the book does not address the
principles behind The Nodes of the Moon, The Part of Fortune, The Asteroids, or Retrogrades. However, it is
an excellent reference for the casual reader and the serious student alike. I had the original purple first edition
when I was only a teenager in high school, casting birth charts for all of my friends who thought this was so
cool. In I moved into an apartment and in I moved out. At some point in all that ruckus I lost my book. This
book is so useful, so valuable, and so essent The title of this book could not be truer! This book is so useful, so
valuable, and so essential that I bought it a second time, the updated blue cover with the additional CD. I wish
it came in pocket size lol! As a wanna be astrologer I find this information to be incredibly helpful and most
importantly incredibly accurate. Very comprehensive but simply written and great for beginners who are just
figuring out what sign their moon is in. Then you can use the book to help you figure what all those planets
mean. This book is a big help when you need to know about Planet, houses, zodiacs and even how to read
your BirthChart. The best thing about it is that the writer went into a lot of details to get it right and surely she
made it interesting. It was so informative, without being too wordy or all over the place. It goes into every
aspect of astrology, sun signs, moon signs, ascendant signs ; categories often overlooked, but equally as
important as the sun signs. It even went into detail about the characteristics if you are a cusp. Overall I loved
the fact that it identified the person as a whole. The Moonsign is the part of you that you see. As the author
herself said, no book could ever be packed with all the information on astrology, but this one includes
important info for those starting out, such as those regarding Sun, Rising and Moon signs. Also, the
information given on each category of the subject was insightful. I use this reference book daily!
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The title of this book is a mite ambitious. In fact, it almost invites criticism right off the top. However, the author's direct
and simple style is commendable, making this book a decent choice for beginners. While it's not a thorough exploration
of Astrology (the subject is so vast that no.

Chapter 4 : [PDF] Download The Only Astrology Book Youll Ever Need Free | Unquote Books
This book is a good astrology-at-a-glance introduction, however it's not detailed enough to be the "only astrology book
you'll ever need". The information about the signs isn't very in depth (a few pages on basic description, love interests,
body, etc.) and a lot of it is to do with other aspects such as natal charts, history, ascendants, moons.

Chapter 5 : The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need, New, Free Shipping | eBay
Everyone's favorite astrology book now includes a link that will enable you to create your own chart! This edition of The
Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need still includes detailed information about how to cast your own chart the
old-fashioned way and how to interpret it once you're finished.

Chapter 6 : Full text of "The Only Astrology Book You Will Ever Need"
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 7 : [PDF] The Only Astrology Book Youll Ever Need Download eBook for Free
Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet.

Chapter 8 : The Only Astrology Book YouLl Ever Need ebook
Over all, The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need is a very good introduction to the topic of Astrology and contains all
the basics needed to familiarize yourself with the principles of Astrology and get you started on erecting your own chart
and understanding exactly what it means.

Chapter 9 : The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need PDF
The Only Astrology Book YouÃ¢ll Ever Need gives explanations of the influences that are often given scant attention in
conventional astrology books: the Moon sign, the Rising sign, the placement of the planets, and the significance of the
twelve Houses.
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